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1. Introduction
Lawful audio recordings, produced by authorities or by private individuals, represent means
of proof in the romanian law. However, it cannot be used as argument in motivating court decisions
if they are not truthful. The authenticity of audio recording filed as evidence must be checked by
(judicial) expertise. The Romania’s Code of Civil Procedure describes the expertise as opinion of a
specialist (or of a panel of specialists) on the questionable evidence filed, in view of establishing
elements of fact.

1.1 Presentation of the field of the thesis
The domain of the thesis consists in the problems of forensic expertise concerning evidence
in the form of audio recordings, term which we expand so as to also accomodate audio components
în audio-video or multimedia files, with the most important components being:
- audio recording authentication;
- speech recognition; and
- enhancement of recorded speech.

1.2 Aim of the thesis
Presented doctoral thesis aims at contributing solutions to current scientific and practical
problems in the field of the audio recording forensic expertise, still avoiding to become, by
delivering ecessary details, a full-blown, self-paced initial training for those who wish to become
forensic experts in the field.

1.3 Contents of the thesis
The research works presented in this thesis concentrate on four types of forensic expertize
problems concerning recordings with audio content (Chapters 4 – 7).
In chapters 2 and 3, theoretical backgrounds and concepts are presented, needed as foundation
of the research works presented in chapters 4 – 7.
Chapter 4 was dedicated to original contributions of te author regarding audio recording
authentication by analyzing residual traces of electric network frequency (ENF) variations, so called
ENF analysis, including all three of its components:
- efficient construction of ENF reference databases;
- accelerated search of match between traces extracted and reference databases; and
- the adaptation of ENF criterion for use in an evaluative framework.
In chapter 5, contributions are presented to audio recording authentication of audio recordings
ny analysing the traces of compression, în particular the recognition of AMR (-NB) codec.
Chapter 6 introduces and evaluates an automated system for speaker recognition for forensic
expertise, taking into account the intrinsic quality of recorded speech.
In chapter 7, a method for forensic speech enhancement is presented, which uses a deep neural
network (DNN) and considers the quality of speech in the form of three quality measures, defined
and used in the previous chapter.
Chapter 8 presents the main contributions of the author to forensic expertise of audio
recordings, the results obtained, and the papers published by the author in field of the thesis, as well
as the further development perspectives considered.

2. The field of forensic expertise of audio recordings
2.1 The judicial expertise in the context of forensics
From all reactions of forensic community to missing or low scientific level of forensic
reporting in various speciality areas, the reaction of the Scientific Comittee for Digital and
Multimedia Evidence, as part of Organization of Scientific Area Committees for Forensic Science
(OSAC) stands out. It has set up a working group of academics, practitioners and international
forensic organization representatives, with a mission to clearly define the place of
digital/multimedia evidence in forensics. The framework defined in the report of the workgroup has
made obvious the redefining of some fundamental concepts, such as science (the sytematic and
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coherent study of phenomena of a certain kind) and trace (any modification, subsequently
observable, created in the environment as a result of an event).
Under these circumstances, the forensic science is defined as the science of the systematic and
coherent study of traces, in order to authenticate, identify, classify, reconstruct, and evaluate it for
a legal context [Jac13].
An efficient administration of traces, as material evidence attached to the files of Romanian
judicial entities, is generally performed in a Court of Law or in view of such future use, by producing
means of proof.
The Civil Procedure Code defines the expertise, and lets the special laws deal with the details:
- Government Ordinance (GO) no. 2/2000 on judicial and extra-judicial technical expertise;
- GO no. 1/2000 regarding the activity and funcționing of legal medicine institutions; and
- GO no. 75/2000 regarding the organization of forensic expertise.
Forensic expertise is a kind of judicial expertise, which is distinct from the technical expertise,
which deals with examination of material traces in order to authenticate it, to identify the creator
object of the traces (be it persons, objects or phenomena) or the modifications thereof, as well as to
evaluate the their probative strength.
Forensic expertise may include technical expertise activities, in domains including audio
recordings, as long as they are necessary in order to reach its own objectives. Forensic expertises
are performed in institutes and laboratories of specialty, public or private, established by law, from
which the most representative are:
– The National Institute of Forensic Science (INC) as part of the General Inspectorate of
Romanian Police (IGPR), under the Ministry of Internal Affairs; and
– The National Institute of Forensic Expertise (INEC), under the Ministry of Justice.

2.2 Audio recording authentication
Traces in the form of recorded acoustic events, be it audio only or audio-video recordings, are
the object of speech and voice expertise, with its standard objectives being audio recording
authentication, speaker recognition and speech enhancement [Pop14b].
Under the risk of being declared void, decisions of Courts of Law cannot be based on
inauthentic evidence, and this is why evidence that magistrates cannot interpret on their own call
for verification (that is, authentication) through expertise.
Authentication methods are generally “blind”, and aim to establish several characteristics of
the creator object with no a priori knowledge about how the evidential recordings were made.
Speaker recognition expertise was the first to be used in authentication recorded
conversations, and later evolved as a standalone expertise domain.

2.3 Speaker recognition
Technically speaking, the identification of the speaker in a closed set (in which all potential
sources of the evidential speech are known) or open set (one more, unknown, potential source is
considered), the detection of the speaker (establishing his presence by his speech) and speaker
verification (there is only one suspected speaker) are all scenarios of the same approach in the field,
called speaker recognition.
Scientific basis of speaker recognition consists in the collection of anatomic and behavioral
properties of speech production systems which are reflected in speech.
Speech can be defined as a succession of acoustic events carrying a linguistic load. At the
cerebral cortex, both the speech heard is understood (Heschl gyrus, Vernike zone etc.), and the
message to be communicated by speech is elaborated (Broca zone etc.), before the acoustic signal
of speech is produced, which reaches to the ears of the listener. În the context of perceived noise,
people tend to speak louder, as a reflex reaction (Lombard effect).
When producing speech, the vocal tract processes the air flow expulsed by respiratory sistem,
filters it and let it out through both the mouth and nose. Supraglotic air ways have anatomic
structures through which voicing and articulation are performed. While voicing is produced in the
larinx, articulation is performed simultaneously and in coordination by all mobile elements of
supraglotic airways, thus called articulators.
5

Speaking în mother tongue is learned at the imitation age. The children repeat what they hear,
then use the speech in a reflex way. Automatisms aquired during learning the mother tongue, as
well as other languages, reflect in speech thus contributing to speaker recognition.
The knowledge of filter parameters realized by the vocal tract of a suspected person, estimated
from reference speech samples, allows verifying if the questionable speech signals, in the form of
specific spoken words, may have been produced by the speech production system of the respective
person.

2.4 Speech enhancement
Low quality of recorded speech is generally caused by dificult recording or transmission
conditions, while speech enhancement aims at ensuring the understanding of what was spoken.
Speech has informational redundancy, which can be reduced through compression, based on
perception properties of human hearing. Anatomic parts of human aural analyzer (the ear) form the
external ear, middle ear, and internal ear, while the hearing sensation is realized in the cerebral
cortex, stimulated by neural action potentials collected by the auditory nerve.
The transmission of information through neural paths, which assumes the release in the
sinapses of auditory nerve of neurotransmitter substances, introduce a relaxation time of the ear,
needed for recovery of released substances. Acoustic events closer in time than the relaxation time,
thich lies in the range of 50 ms – 100 ms, cannot be distinguished.
Natural speech has a frequency band which may go from about 70 Hz to 7 kHz, although
about 95% of its energy is found in a frequency band limited between 100 Hz and 5 kHz. Speech
recorded through phone landlines is band-limited between 300 Hz and 3.4 kHz. These numbers
emphasize a great difference between the frequency bands of recorded speech and that which can
be perceived by humans, which spans from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

3. Computational methods in audio forensics
This chapter aims to concentrate the main mathematical computational methods used during
the doctoral research program – specific to the field of audio recordings and to the forensic
application of speech processing – for the prezentation of conducted research to look more simple
and clear.

3.1 Mathematic computations in forensics
The field of forensics often needs reasoning under uncertainty conditions, in order to ensure
correct etiologic connections between traces examined and the conclusions of the expertise.
Machine learning is used in order to solve problems which cannot be analitically dealt with.
In the framework of forensic speech expertise, models of speech and speaker are learned,
which use the speaker recognition tasks various scenarios (identification, verification, detection,
screening etc.).
A few reasonng modalities stand out:
 The reasoning by analogy, centered on performing known/unknown comparisons.
 Deductive reasoning.
 Inductive reasoning.
 Probabilistic reasoning.
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has published a guideline to assist
approaching the measurement uncertainty, to be applied to all numeric result determinations.
Uncertainty is communicated both numerically and by verbal scale expressions. The
European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) recommends the use of the likelihood
ratio (LR), as well as its equivalence to conventionally established verbal scales.
When the forensic expert has to reach an answer to the question set forth by the judiciary,
finds himself of herself in a position to enquire facts he or she has not perceived directly, at the time
they happened. Their complete investigation is not feasible, as not all hypotheses can be tested. In
such contexts, the method of negative tests is used, in which only tests which may lead to the
exclusion of evidence authenticity are relevant. Any study (or method or experiment) designed to
confirm a hypothesis or theory is, by this definition, not scientific [Pop63].
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The analysis of recorded speech in order to change its short time representation assumes
processing by short duration signal fragments, 10-35 ms, with or without overlap. The initial
representation can be restored by synthesis.
In the every day forensic expertise practice, digital signals are seen as sequences of numbers,
to which several representatins may be applied through analysis, such as: the discrete power
spectrum, the spectrogram, filterbank decompositions (especially for cepstrum calculation), sets of
coefficients (LPC, MFCC etc.) or speech signal quality measures.
The sets of short term representation features are described by their probability distributions.

3.2 Machine learning. Methods and algorithms
The main objective of machine learning is to assist computational systems in performing tasks
without a need for human intervention.
Several learning modes are used by inteligent systems to aquire data about hidden states of
the environment:
- unsupervised, for clustering or data dimensionality reduction;
- supervised, for function approximations, generative or discriminative modelling;
- semi-supervised, for partially labelled data;
- reinforced, to establish, in cooperation with an expert in the field, what actions are to be
performed in the application domain.

3.3 Algorithms used in speaker recognition
Comparable speakers are examined according to the recognition scenario selected and to
speaker and population models, which are obtained through machine learning. Using the models
learned, the hypothesys supported by the findings is identified, as well as the degree of support lent
by forensic findings to the respective hypothesis.
Individual speakers can be modelled for example by a probability density of Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), also called Mel-cepstral coefficients or MFCC features. Seing that
voice parameters vary with large numbers of factors, the MFCC feature probability density model
resembles more a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Gaussian mixture models are learned through Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM), based
on a large amount of data available. This is the case of Universal Background Models (UBM) which
are usually built for populations. In usual cases, available data for each speaker are not enough to
use EM for individual model learning, so that the Maximum A Posteriori algorithm (MAP) is
preferable. In automated systems, similarity scores or likelihood scores are computed. Similarity
scores raise problems generated by the random similarity between speakers.
A discrimination instrument is used in such cases, between tipical features and specific ones,
readily offered by the very MAP algorithm. The usual likelihood score is the likelihood ratio,
𝑝( X | H0𝑘 )
(3.67)
LR 𝑘 =
,
𝑝(X | H1 )
where H0𝑘 and H1 are the forensic hyotheses used in the evaluative reasoning:
H0𝑘 – unknown speaker is the same as speaker k; and
H1 – unknown speaker is a ramdon member of relevant population, respectively.
The LR value conveys to the output both the decision of recognition and the strength of the
evidence. Professionals in the field of Law cannot operate with numerically expressed strength of
the evidence, so that the paralel use of verbal scales is preferred.

3.4 Deep learning
Forgotten at the level of interesting idea, because of the lack of computation power at the
time, artificial neural networks were reactivated in the second half ofthe ’80s. Nowadays, machine
learning us used in automatically adjusting the neural network parameters even for deep architecture
networks, which is now called Deep Learning (DL).
Paul Werbos proposed in 1990 one of the best algorithms for training neural networks, called
backropagation [Wer90].
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As a reaction against the so-called superior order efects has been the batch normalization,
proposed in [Iof15]. Measures taken in order to normalize data by batch make the gradients more
statistically relevant for training the network, but do not eliminate the superior order efects which,
stimulated by the input data, may divert the learning. A more thorough solution was the layer
normalization. The main difference between the two normalization means is the action radius of
normalization statistics.
In batch normalization, statistics are common to all neurons on the same batch, while in layer
normalization they are the same across each feature in data vectors and are independent of other
examples.
One method to prevent neuron activation co-dependence is the probabilistic omission (or
dropout).

4. Audio recording authentication through ENF analysis
The electricity distribution network with national coverage, called the electrical network,
works in interconnection and sincronicity with most of the european electric network.

4.1 Audio recording integrity check through ENF analysis
The load of electric networks varies for obvious reasons, and temporary unballance fire up
control mechanisms which are designed to maintain the network standard parameters. Generated
power is controlled to follow the power consumed, leading to variations of electric network
frequency (ENF) in the form of rapid, unpredictibile frequency jumps, followed by asympthotic
recovery of the balance. First research works in the field, conducted by Cătălin Grigoraș [Gri03],
have defined the ENF criterion, which assumes three stages:
 reference database collection;
 detection and recovery ot ENF traces in questionable files; and
 matching the traces against a reference.
Traces detected in recorded material are recovered for analysis as a series frequency values,
which is compared to the reference at the time alleged. Reference databases are managed by
Transmission System Operators (TSOs), but forensic laboratories may benefit from building one.

4.2 Proposed method for building ENF reference databases
In Fig. 4.1, the block diagram id shown of the collection module implemented by the author
[Pop17]. Two opposed phase signals are connected to analog DC circuits, which completely
translate the waveform in the positive voltage range. At each periodmeter input, the signal il shaped
regtangular and activates a gate for a local clock impulses, which are numbered.
Variations of electric network frequency are small,
|∆𝑓| 0.15
(4.2)
ε=
<
= 0.3%.
𝑓G
50
Considering ε2 < 0.0032 = 0.000009, terms with powers larger than 1 in the MacLaurin infinite
series can be omitted,
1
(4.4)
1+ε≈
.
1−ε

Fig. 4.1 The block diagram of the proposed collector module [Pop17].
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Equation (4.4) has double impact. It makes possible a very fast conversion of relative periods
in relative frequencies. On the other hand, if 1+ε is Gaussian, 1–ε is Gaussian too. Expected values
of both series 1+ε and 1–ε, are 1, while their standard deviations are identical.
The success of the method is ensured by expressing on 15 bits only the rapidly changing part
of the measured duration, laying between 19.9 – 20.1 ms for 99.99% of time. For an internal clock
frequency of 30 MHz, the method ensures a temporal resolution of 33 ns, and a relative resolution
of 33 ∙ 10-9/20 ∙ 10-3 = 1.65 ∙ 10-6.
Compared to the opriginal approach in [Gri03], in which 120 audio samples are stored per
second, 16 bits each, the method proposed in this thesis uses the storage 120 more efficient, while
the annual data fit in 121 MB, that is, less than 20% of the storage capacity of a optical compact
disc (CD) per year.
The relative measuring precision is 1.65 ∙ 10-6, that is, 0.00008 Hz in absolute terms. The
method’s precision compares in Table 4.1 to the precision of other methods.
Table 4.1 Precision and duration of analysis frame for compared methods
Extraction method
FDR [Zha10]
ESPRIT [Haj12]
MUSIC [Haj12]
Spectrographic (QIFFT) [Coo09]
Proposed method

Precision [Hz]
0.0005
0.0001
0.0002
0.0006
0.00008

Frame duration [ms]
20
2000
2000
4000
1000

4.3 Proposed method for accelerated match search
Short term behavior of a reference ENF sequence may be evaluated by comparison to its
moving average (MA) as shown by the example in Fig. 4.4. The search domain is pruned by
eliminating positions where the binary correlation factor,
𝑁

1
C(𝑘) = 1 − ∑ XOR(𝑏𝑞𝑛 , 𝑏𝑟𝑛+𝑘 ) ,
𝑁

(4.5)

𝑛=1

is lower than an empiric threshold.
A final decision regarding the match of trace sequence to the reference comes in a second
step, based on the usual sequence similarity indicators. The search speedup obtained by pruning is
at least twice for trace sequences of 240-sample lonh sequences, and at least 7 times for sequences
of 600 samples.

Fig. 4.4 Exemple of reference sequence and the relation to its moving average.

4.4 Evaluative framework for ENF-based authentication of digital audio
Evaluative frameworks consider all possible interpretations of the evidence. The background
of the problem comes out from the description in [Gri03] of the reference framework as well as
from the necessity in forensics to express conclusions in an evaluative manner. Real life ENF trace
carrier file databases are still scarce, so that authentication frameworks discussed in this chapter are
compared on corpora prepared by mixing electric network signal with steady and variable noise.
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Reference framework uses both the correlation coefficient (CC) and the mean square error
(MSE) as similarity indicators between the recovered trace and the reference. A pair of same length
and same time-step sequences is labelled either as “match” or “mismatch”, with no evaluation of
the strength of evidence.
Proposed framework is an evaluative implementation of ENF criterion, in which the
strength of evidence is established, together with the strength of evidence. Before the use of
proposed framework, the existence and unicity of the trace is established. Starting from the clues
available in the file, te search domain is pruned, by using the method proposed for that, described
in section 4.3. Each reference sequence potentially matching the trace is checked using the
similarity measure proposed by the author, the relevant similarity (RS), as the number of trace
ENF sequence samples which differ from the corresponding reference sequence samples by less
than a given threshold.
In order to test the proposed evaluative framework, described in detail in subsections 4.4.2
and 4.4.3, I have used a database of 4464 electric network signal files, consecutively recorded as
audio for 31 days recorded as audio, each lasting for 10 minutes, in a fixed arrangement. From this
database two corpora were prepared afterwards: one with a steady level of white noise, at four
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), and another with a variable SNR, with rock music as noise.
The first corpus was used for an experimental evaluation of the proposed authentication
framework on ENF traces over a stationary background. For the evaluation of proposed framework
with variable quality traces, both prepared corpora were used. A total of four experiments were
conducted.
 First experiment provided the reference framework with evaluative capability,
pdf(CC|H0 , 𝐷)
(4.11)
LR =
,
pdf(CC|H1 , 𝐷)
where pdf(.) is the probabilkity density function, CC is the correlation coefficient, and D represents
context data, such as the SNR value, trace duration, etc.
Probability distributions of CC are shown in Fig 4.9 (a), (b), (c), and (d). From the figure it
comes out that a decision threshold depends on the knowledge of SNR and other unknown factors,
so that this way of transforming the reference framework in an evaluative one is not feasible.

Fig 4.9 CC probability distributions for trace sequences with SNR of
(a) +5 dB, (b) –15 dB, (c) –25 dB, and (d) –35 dB.
 During the second experiment, the distributions of RS probability were built. As shown in
Fig. 4.10 (a), (b), (c) și (d). It becomes clear from the figure that directly replacing CC with RS does
not produce an appearent advantage, for the same values of the SNR.
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Fig. 4.10 RS probability distributions, for SNR values of
(a) +5 dB, (b) –15 dB, (c) –25 dB, and (d) –35 dB.
 For the third experiment, the probability distributions for STRS were built on the first
corpus, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a), (b), (c) și (d).
The consequence of proposed matching method, shown in Fig. 4.11, is that for SNR values
of at least –25 dB, the sequence match probability distributions in the two forensic hypotheses used
are fixed. Un such circumstances, the strength of the sequence match evidence could be computed
as a likelihood ratio,
pdf(𝐸|H0 , 𝐷)
(4.12)
LR =
,
pdf(𝐸|H1 , 𝐷)
where H0 și H1 are the forensic hypotheses, and D is the set of context data.

Fig. 4.11 STRS probability distributions in both forensic hypotheses,
for SNR values of (a) 5 dB, (b) –15 dB, (c) –25 dB, and (d) –35 dB.
 In experiment 4, both the reference and proposed frameworks were used on the variable
noise corpus, and a comparison was made based on the ROC curves in Fig. 4.13. It is clear that for
variable ENF trace quality, proposed framework has higher accuracy than the reference one,
allowing for the match of such traces with a minimum false positive rate.
11

Fig. 4.13 ROC curves for SNR values variable between –45 dB and –25 dB.

4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, original contributions of the author to ENF analysis were presented, regarding
all the three stages of the criterion:
• a method for ENF reference database build;
• a method for accelerated match search; and
• an evaluative framework for applying the criterion.
On the path to these contributions, the author of the thesis has also proposed:
- a similarity measure for ENF sequence shapes – relevant similarity (RS) – either globally or
on a short term basis; and
- a method to determine the strength of sequence match evidence, based on applying the RS
measure on short time intervals (STRS).

5. Audio recording authentication through compression analysis
Lossy compression in recording equipments is usually applied by coders on an analysis frame
basis. The restauration of the signal is done with decodors. Various coders, including the Adaptive
Multi-Rate (AMR) coder, are able to adapt with transmission channel width variations or with the
limited storage available.

5.1 Literature overview
Research papers presented in literature on simple or double AMR compression have
approached both the waveform analysis and the compressed signal as transmitted data packs.
In [Luo16] a compression detection system is described which examines the Sample Repetition
Rates (SRR) in order to decide if the signal was previously AMR-compressed or not.
The author proposed in [Dra14a] and [Dra15] a holistic algorithm for codec recognition based
on specific features, by analysing signals in decompressed format. The GMM-UBM paradigm was
used in order to detect the traces of codecs like AMR, G.729, MP3 or WMA in uncompressed
fiormat signals.
A DNN-based method for AMR-NB compression detection and bitrate recognition in
recorded speech was described in [Shi18]. For each signal frame, 184 featrures were extracted,
consisting in speech distortion-sensible features, such as the LPC coefficients of order 10, the first
12 mel-cepstral coefficients and the Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR).

5.2 AMR codec recognition
The general aim in forensic expertise of AMR compression analysis is the recording
authentication, by:
• detection and identification of compression artifacts;
• bitrate verification; and
• data flow integrity verification after decompression.
12

Speech is recovered at the receiver using the ACELP synthesis model, shown in Fig. 5.1.
Source and filter approximation errors rise with the decrease of available bits, that is, with the
increase of compression degree.
For every signal frame (20 ms), the compression mode (expressed as an integer value between
0 and 7) is decoded from data packets received, followed by the index of curent quantized Line
Spectrum Pairs (LSP), which are then interpolated for all four subframes.
For every subframe (5 ms) remaining indexes are decoded and a subframe of signal is
synthesized. Before delivery at the output, synthesized speech is postfiltered, in order to put an
emphasis on formant structure, compensate for spectral tilt, and remove components lower than 60
Hz. The recognition of AMR codec in this chapter is based on using neural networks to classify
feature vectors extracted from 20 ms long signal fragments, in steps of 5 ms. In order to train the
neural networks and test the propised method, high quality speech files were used, both unmodified
and AMR compressed.

Fig. 5.1 Block diagram of ACELP speech synthesis în AMR decoder [3GP02].
In order to concentrate the relevance of input data in a reduced number of features, I have
elaborated enhanced feature vectors, with 176 componenta per frame.
During the research presented in this chapter, two AMR codec recognition experiments were
conducted, based on using four layer neural networks, as ilustrated in Fig. 5.4, with one
classification decision per signal frame.

Fig. 5.4 Schematic of neural networks used in AMR codec recognition.
 The first experiment used a 2-output neural network (“compressed”/“uncompressed”). By
analyzing subsequences of 20 to 500 labels (0.4 s – 10 s) an accuracy of 100% was reached, starting
from sequence lengths of 80 frames (1.6 s).
Proposed method outperformed the methods described in [Luo14] (based on MDCT features)
and in [Shi18] (DNN-based), as the shorter label series needed for detection allows for action
on shorter intervals than reference methods.
13

 For the second experiment, an 8-output (“0”, “1”, ..., “7”) neural network was trained, as the
signal was already known to be AMR compressed.
By modifying the lebgth of analyzed intervals, the accuracy of bitrate recognition varies,
as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Accuracy variations by fragment length of bitrate classification.
F [frames] (Length [s])
20 (0.4)
200 (4)
500 (10)
Accuracy [%]
23.2
72.1
78.0
Peak accuracy obtained at AMR compression bitrate recognition was 78%, for subseries of
500 enhanced feature vectors (or 10 s). Given that reference methods do not explore the dependence
of accuracy on the length of the signal fragment analyzed, the performance of proposed method is
compared to others in Table 5.2, for 4 s fragments only.
Table 5.2 Bitrate recognizer methods comparison, on 4 s fragments.
Compared methods
Accuracy [%]
Method described in [Luo14] (based on MDCT)
32.4
Method described in [Shi18] (based on DNN)
69.7
Proposed method
72.1

5.3 Conclusions

Proposed method has detected AMR compression with maximum accuracy – 100% corect.
Also, by an accuracy of 72.1%, proposed method outscores the reference methods for the task of
bitrate recognition.

6. Quality-aware speaker recognition
6.1 The problem of speaker recognition
From the very beginning of first technical speaker reconition methods, the possibility of error
was aknowledged, caused by random similarity between voices. Large scale experiments conducted
by academic institutions have made clear the extension of such methods and provoqued ,measures
to be taken by Courts of Law in relation evidence admissibility.
Na important problem of speecj signals used in Forensic Automated Speaker Recognition
(FASR) is their conformance with both qualitative and quantitative criteria, set forth in order to
avoid obtaining uninterpretable results.

6.2 Typical FASR system
An important FASR system category is the one base on GMM-UBM paradigm. These include
a preprocessing stage, where MFCC features are extracted from signal frames of 15-30 ms with 1015 ms overlap. The Expectation Maximization Algorithm (EM), detalied in subsection 3.3.2,
examines multi-dimensional data points and identifies clusters they form.
The Maximum A Posteriori Algorithm (MAP), also detailed in subsection 3.3.2, makes use
of statistic relevance of the background model, and adapts it to a dataset specific to one speaker.
In Fig. 6.2 the bloc diagram of a tiypical FASR system is ilustrated, which uses the GMMUBM paradigm. After initialization (setting up the UBM), the FASR system is ready for use by
running the stages of enrollment for each speaker. For the Bayesian inference, the LR value at the
test stage is considered as evidence.

6.3 Proposed quality-aware FASR system
In this section, the proposed forensic speaker recognition system, based on GMMs, is
described. A speaker recognition system becomes quality-aware if it gets a schema for recognition
decisions assistence, based on input signal quality data. While in telecommunication speech
quality is considered in relation to the average listener, Forensic experts define it according to the
task at hand, and the biometrics define a quality measure as „information which contributes to
establishing the probability that a biometric decision is correct.”
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Fig 6.2 Block diagram of a GMM-UBM based FASR system.
In a FASR system having a UBM and a speaker model with M d-dimensional Gaussian
densities, conditions are created for determining the contributions of each signal frame to the
likelihood ratio, either liniar or logaritmic.

6.4 Evaluation of proposed FASR system
Proposed FASR system, made quality-aware with thw quality measures prezented in the
thesis, has a block diagram like the one in Fig. 6.4. As related to the typical system, the proposed
system, described in section 6.2, has three quality information awareness channels:
1. The selection of input material;
2. The computation of matchind score; and
3. The structure of speech feature vectors.

Fig. 6.4 Bloc diagram of proposed, quality-aware, FASR system.
The three FASR configurations were comparate by accuracy and the equal error rate (EER).
For a synthetic evaluation, the confusion matrix and the DET curves were used.
Audio speech files, used in theining the background model, individual models and for
evaluation are from the test section of NIST2008 SRE [NIS11] dataset. From the 942 hours of
speech, offered by 1460 individuals, both sexes, 368 hours are landline phone recordings, while the
other 574 hours are studio microphone recordings.
Speech from 420 persons was used to build a UBM, and two files from 39 of the remaining
speakers were used for enrollment and testing.
 The first experiment has evaluated the effect of best material selection on speaker
recognition. The selection criterion was set up by imposing a set of thresholds to mormalized quality
measures, as described in the thesis. The confusion matrix, in a non-standard form, is shown in Fig.
6.5. The accuracy of the proposed system was 93.1%, with an equal error rate of 4.7%.
The improvement of the EER, as compared to the case of not using the quality data was 0.9%,
still outperforming the methods described in [Gar06] and [God93].
 A second experiment was dedicated to weighting contributions of feature vectors in forming
matchin score with quality measure data. Such configuration of the proposed system has also been
evaluated by the author in [Dra14b], for the case of co-channel speech.
The confusion matrix for configuration 2 is shown in Fig. 6.6.
Attained accuracy for configuration 2 was 99.08%, with an equal error rate of 2.0%.
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Fig. 6.5 Confusion matrix of proposed system in configuration 1.

Fig. 6.6 Confusion matrix of proposed system in configuration 2 (score weighting).
 The extension of feature vectors has imposed a new initialization, with training a new,
quality-aware UBM, from the speech files in the same corpus, as well as preparing new individual
GMMs for known speakers, and the confusion matrix of the system in the third configuration of
proposed FASR, is shown in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.7 Confusion matrix of proposed system in configuration 3 (extended vectors).
Accuracy of the new system configuration of proposed system was 99.8%, with an equal
error rate of 0.6%. This is better than the best result obtained by the reference system on TIMIT
corpus (EER of 1.01%, after [Sad13]). In Fig. 6.8 the Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves are
presented comparatively, for the three configurations of the proposed system.
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Fig. 6.8 DET curves of the three experimental configurations.

6.5 Conclusions
Quality awareness at score computation stage has allowed the FASR system to considerably
improve speaker recognition accuracy, from 93.1% to 99.08%, which is already acceptable for use
in forensic expertise. In the configuration with quality measures used at the same time as speaker
features, in input material selection and in score computation, the speaker recognition system
reached a state-of-the art performance, with an accuracy of 99.8% and an EER value of 0.6%.

7. Speech enhancement
7.1 Introduction

In the field of forensic expertise, speec henhancement is defined as “the process of restoring
a speech signal in order to make it understandable by humans.” This process aims at producing a
means of proof, by subsequent transcription of recorded speech, where the main criterion is the
level of inteligibility of speech.
Speech enhancement has undergone a long process from the analog graphic equalizers to the
use of Deep Neural Networks (DNN).

7.2 Quality-related problems of recorded speech
From the speaker to being stored in a file, recorded acoustic events are processed in three
stages: an acoustic one, an analog electric one and a digital one.
The quality of the speech depends on:
• intrinsic quality of the speech;
• source – microphone acoustic channel;
• the superposition of target signal with other acoustic signals;
• non-linearity of sensitivity curve of the microphone;
• analog-digital conversion noise; and
• lossy compression noise.
Speech enhancement methods aim at one or more of the problems listed, and their results are
evaluated according to the objective assumed. In case of forensic expertise, the evaluation criterion
is the inteligibility of speech.

7.3 “Classical” methods for speech enhancement
One of he first sound enhancement techniques was based on the use of an analog device called
graphic equualizer (“graphic” for the operator to be able to apreciate by just looking at the knobs
on its command panel, which is the momentary effect introduced).
Some of the “classical” speech enhancement methods are:
- spectral subtraction (and its various versions);
- optimal filtering (Wiener);
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- wavelet decomposition techniques;
- Independent Component Analysis (ICA); and
- using an Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) in time-frequency domain.

7.4 Speech reconstruction using DNNs
Neural networks have demonstrated they can learn complex correspondances between input
and output data, and even their own data representations. With a proper training, a deep feedforward neural network, whose structure and learning were discussed in section 3.4, is able to
recognize or synthetize speech, or perform various tasks, including the enhancement of recorded
speech.

7.5 Proposed quality-aware speech enhancement
The method proposed in this chapter for use in forensic expertise relies on enhancing the
speech as a sequence of short time feature vectors.
In Fig. 7.1 the block diagram used is illustrated.

Fig. 7.1 Speech enhancement block diagram based on proposed method.
 The Coder module applies Fast Fourier Transform in 512 points each channel, with 32 ms
frames and 16 ms overlap. By further processing the amplitude spectrum, 256 log-spectral features,
93 cepstral features (31 MFCC and 31 orders one and two variations of them), and quality features.
 Proposed DNN for speech enhancement has a feed-forward structure, ilustrated in Fig. 7.2,
and was trained using the transfer learning technique, based on importing parameters from an
already trained network, described in [Xu15].
The results of the tests performed are presented in Table 7.1. The values of word error rate
(WER) obtained on NSDTSEA and SSC-eval corpora, described in the thesis, were determined
using the speech automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, described in [Geo18], based on the
Kaldi toolkit. In the forensic expertise, the most desirable effects of using a speech enhancement
method are the increase in short time objective inteligibility (STOI) and the Itakura-Saito distance
(DIS) between enhanced speech and the recorded one.

Fig. 7.2 The schematics of the DNN used for speech enhancement.
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Tabble 7.1 Comparison of proposed method with others
WER [%]
WER [%]
Method
PESQ
on SSC-eval on NSDTSEA
Blind noise estimation, with
21.73
9.42
2.47
Bayesian filtering [Doi16]
Dilated CNN (WaveNet) [Qia17]
47.32
10.23
1.15
Feed-forward DNN in spectral
20.68
8.47
2.26
domain [Xu15]
Clean signal
20.02
8.60
–
Proposed method
20.34
8.21
2.49

STOI

DIS

0.88

53.1

0.06

57.0

0.87

19.4

–
0.90

–
16.6

7.6 Conclusions
From comparisons presented in Table 7.1 it comes that the neural network training with
quality measures as supplemental information, and with input signals corupted with rando noise
types, contributes to a state-of-the-art generalization capacity to unknown acoustic environments,
to unknown speakers and noises.
The comparison results also show that proposed method incurrs the least loss in WER, as
compared to clean speech, outperforming the reference methods in all considered criteria, and
especially the method described in [Xu15].

8. Conclusions
In this thesis, a series of contributions in the main subdomains of audio forensics are
presented, that is, in forensic digital audio authentication, speaker recognition, and speech
enhancement.
The introductory part of the thesis describes both the organization of judicial and extrajudicial extertise acrivity, and the scientific basis of the forensic expertise, which comprises
anatomy and phisiology of speech production and perception, concepts of statistics and probability,
as well as of forensic methodology and reasoning.
Chapters 4 to 7 follow the main objectives of the thesis:
a. the seting up of algorithms for increasing the performance of ENF analysis, in all the three
application stages:
1. an efficient method of reference databases collection;
2. accelerated search of references to match the traces; and
3. evaluative reporting of sequence match evidence.
b. the elaboration of a AMR codec trace recognition, using enhanced feature sets;
c. the implementation of automated speaker recognition system using short term measures of
speech quality; and
d. a method to enhance recorded speech, on either one or two channels, by using a neural
network in the signal spectral, cepstral, and quality feature domain.

8.1 Original contributions of the author
Chapter 4, dedicated to forensic expertise applications of residual electric network frequency
traces, hosts the presentation of three main contributions of the author.
1. The elaboration of a method to efficiently build reference databases for the electric
network frequency variations, using a versatile collector module in a client-server
architecture [Pop17].
2. The elaboration of an accelerated match search between the sequence of frequency values
from as trace ENF and the sequence of the reference values for the real electric network
frequency variations [Pop17].
3. The definition of a similarity measure between sequences of electric network frequency
sequences, so as to allow the evaluative reporting of traces matching the reference, no
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matter if the time interval during which the recording was known beforehand or it was
founf by match searching in a reference database [Pop18b].
Chapter 5 was dedicated to research on audio recording authentication through compression
traces analysis, especially through AMR compression trases, with emphasis on its narrow band
version. The author’s main original contributions, presented in this chapter, are:
4. The setup of a recognition method for the detection of traces of AMR compression and
for recognition of previous compression bitrate, using a deep neural network [Pop19a].
5. The conception and use of a new data type, with primary features obtained by short term
analysis of the signal, at the subframe level, and feature vectors obtained by primary
feature enhancement on medium term (0.2 s – 4 s) [Pop19a].
Chapiter 6 introduces and evaluates from the viewpoint of speech signal quality an automated
system of speaker recognition for the forensic expertise. The original contrinutions of the author,
presented in this chapter, consist of:
6. A demonstration of the individual character of speech quality measures, by using them as
supplemental components of the extended feature vectors trăsături o a GMM-UBM based
FASR [Pop18a].
7. Putting an emphasis on the superiority of the audio input material selection based on
speech quality measures, as opposed to the signal selection based on applying a mere
voice activity detection algorithm [Pop18a].
In chapter 7 este a speech signal enhancement method is presented for forensic expertise. The
original contributions of the author in this chapter are:
8. The enhancement of speech based on both expanding feature vectors at the neural network
input with speech quality measures and transferring the learning aquired by another
network [Pop19b].
9. The conception of a mixing-demixing system for using the single channel enhancement
system with both single and double channel signals [Pop19b].

8.2 Reported results
Chapter 4:
- Relative precision of electric network frequency determination: 1.65 ∙ 10-6 [Pop17].
- Absolute precision of electric network frequency: 8 ∙ 10-5 Hz [Pop17].
- Storage of frequency and duration sequencies in relative terms, so that duration-frequency
duality is concentrated in the sign of relative deviation [Pop17].
- Collection of each ENF sample on 15 biți, which allows the collected data to fit in 121 MB
per year [Pop17].
- Storage is immune with harddrive write errors [Pop17].
- Database search speed for ENF sequences of 240 to 600 seconds: 2 to 7 times [Pop17].
- Evaluative reporting of ENF sequence match [Pop18b].
- Capacity to work with variable quality ENF trace recordings [Pop18b].
- Comparison of framework performance using ROC curves [Pop18b].
Chapter 5:
- Minimum fragment length for 100% AMR compression detection: 1.6 s [Pop19a].
- Minimum fragment length for bnitrate recognition: 40 ms [Pop19a].
- Bitrate recognition accuracy for 10-second long fragments: 78.0% [Pop19a].
Chapter 6:
- Quality aware forensic speaker recognition system, with speech quality measures
considered as individual features in extended feature vectors, which reached 99.8%
acuracy [Pop18a].
- EER on NIST 2008 SRE corpus: 0.6%, state-of-the-art at publication time [Pop18a].
- Implementation of an a posteriori VAD, based on thresholding normalized quality
measures, which improves the model of unusable speech [Pop18a].
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Chapter 7:
- The enhancement of speech above the intrinsic quality of clean speech [Pop19b].
- Aplicability of proposed method in forensic context, justified by increased inteligibility
and other objective speech quality indicators [Pop19b].
- Aplicability for both single and double channel speech recordings [Pop19b].
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8.4 Development perspectives
The complexity of forensic expertise as a task concerning audio recordings is continuously
increasing, mainly because of larger and larger access of public at powerful technical means, with
top performance in the field of audio recording and processing. Such societal evolution require that
forensic processes minimize their necessary time from new forgery mode discovery to the scientific
validation of the recognition method to counter it.
The research efforts must continue, on the examination directions presented in the thesis as
well as alonf the following directions:
1. The use in speaker recognition of voice pathology features.
2. Identification of new speech quality estimators.
3. Setting up speciality-based dedicated expert systems, using machine learning.
4. Speech enhancement through synthesis from parameters extracted from contaminated
audio.
5. Active authentication by inserting speaker facial images in the audio recording, as filmed
while speaking.
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